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full energy & enthusiasm, with the
help of dynamic & qualified HOD &
staff members & its energetic,
enthusiastic students. The growth of
any worthwhile endeavor especially
in the field of education depends to
considerable extent on the selfless
service & dedication of the people
working for it. The most important
feature of Computer Department,
which is quite different from others is
that "It is based on collective effort

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT
Computer Department of SCOE is a
department, established for the
purpose of imparting state of art
technical education to newly aspired
engineers of the 21st Century. We
dream to be a leading research
department with dream & vision of
creating
knowledgeable
society.
Saraswati College of Engineering’s
Computer
Department
started
functioning from 17th Sep. 2005 with
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every common individual, working
with a team spirit as a family for the
development and progress of the
department, college and society".
Long term planning, meaningful
administration
&
dedicated
experienced & hard working staff,
fully fledged Library & well equipped
laboratories are few of our strong
points to mention.

relevant to the industry needs. This
has helped our students develop a
thorough understanding of emerging
competition and global work place. I
heartily welcome you on board and
look forward to building a long-term
mutually beneficial relationship. It
has always been an experience of
fulfillment while working under potent
leaders like our Director and
Principal Sir.

FROM THE DESK OF HOD

OUR FOOTPRINTS:

It gives me an immense pleasure to
present the News Letter for this year.
At SCOE, you find a program that
offers the satisfaction that comes from
a blend of intensive rigorous
academic study with the realities of
practical world of Computer studies
as well as preparation. It prepares for
careers that require skills in
quantitative and qualitative analysis.
Our
alumni
are
renowned
professionals working in diverse
functional areas, work cultures and
academic disciplines. Conferences,
seminars and workshops are a
regular feature at the campus,
providing a forum for presenting
research work . These events provide
a unique blend of academics and
corporate know-how ensuring that the
curriculum is both contemporary and

1. Seminar On Higher Studies (25th
Jan, 2012)
WE have conducted a seminar on
“Higher Education after Engineering
“in Saraswati college of engineering
for Third and Final year students of
Engineering. Seminar mainly focuses
on the further studies after
Graduation. Also it
suggest the
different options like MBA ,
M.Tech,MS in India and foreign
countries .And explains the entrance
exams like CAT, GATE, GRE TOFEL
etc.
In the first session , they talk about
Career Planning of the student.
Discussion on the tremendous change
in the attitude of people towards their
careers. Gone are the days when the
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only choices we had after completing
school were Engineering, Medicine,
Chartered Accountant, B.Com, and
Law besides a few others. Today’s
generation has endless career options
open in front of it (from Nuclear
Scientist to DJ). However, this
presentation certainly is helping hand
to decide your career after B.Tech .

2. One Day Seminar on Mobile
Computing with Android(31st Jan,
2012)
The
Computer
Engineering
Department had organized a One Day
Seminar “Mobile computing with
Android” for all the T.E Students.
Mr.Sandeep Jethani ,head of the
ATSInfotech pvt.ltd. with work
experience of more than 10 years
was the speaker for the Seminar .At
the beginning of the session ,he
started with development of Mobile
computing with android as Google is
developing applications for mobile
phones Android stocks, some Internet
company developing Google Maps
and Google Calendar with the
original, to enhanced mobile phones,
their main aim to develop more
Online Application. Ended
the
session with the future aspects of
android.Android’s open nature, they
can imagine, hardware developers
can use the new device. wants SDK,
developers can easily require the user
to explore the functions.
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3. Parent
Teachers’
Mar,2012)

Meet(9th

Students done by Principal Prof.
S.N.Teli and Head of Department
Prof. Deepa Parasar.

Our Saraswati college of Engineering
was organized parent –teacher meet
on 9th march,2012. The meet was
been addressed by our Principal Sir
Prof.S.N.Teli,
Prof.M.B.Sorte

Academic
and

Incharge

HOD

Prof.

Deepa Parasar. The idea behind the
meet was to bridge the gap between
Parents and Teachers, as to develop
positive attitude within the students. It
was discussed regarding interaction of
Institute with Industry for placements.
It was insisted that the students should
be Managers and not only the
Technicians and the college try to
train the students in that manner. In
the last, it was concluded that student
has

caliber

and

the

immense

capabilities , but some students don’t
aim to fulfill their capacities. The
communication between the parents
and teacher can prove a helping aid to
subside the loopholes in student
academic development. Felicitation to
Second Year and Third Year Topper
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Inspirational Quotes
TOPPERS:
You never will be the person you can be if
pressure, tension and discipline are taken
out of your life.
Dr. James G. Bilkey

BE:
1. Saba sheikh72.75%
2. Manali Sharma70.75%
3. Amit Rajula-69.75

Our talents are the gift that God gives to
us... What we make of our talents is our gift
back to God.
Leo Buscaglia

TE:
1. Rohan Patil 69.76%
2. Sanjay Goankar 69.17%
3. Sanjay Yadav 66.35%

Only those who will risk going too far can
possibly find out how far one can go.
T.S.Eliot

I have not failed 10,000 times; I have
successfully found 10,000 ways that do not
work.
Thomas Edison

SE:
1. Bharti Chavan
2. Pratima Raut
3. Devesh vichare

Try not to become a man of success but a
man of value.
Albert Einstein
If opportunity doesn’t knock, build a door.
Milton Berle

STUDENTS ARE OUR ASSETS
STAFF ACTIVITIES/
ACHIEVEMENTS
1. Mrs. Mahi A.K. has attended
5days STTP(short term traning
T
program)On “Advanced
Internet
.
Technology” at Shah & Anchor
Kutchi college
of Engg.Chembur.
S
2.
.
3. Ms.Bhagyashri sonawale has
publishedE international paper
l
on”Temporal
difference and
i
clausius entropy method for
detection of moving object”
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4. Ms. Monali Deshmukh, and
Mrs.Arti Gore are pursuing their
M.E.
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